SecantSTOR Sync

Securely access files from anywhere, any device or even while offline.
How often do you want to access a specific
file you’re working on only to realize you
saved it on your other computer? Or worse
yet, your team has spent hours working off
a dated version of the file instead of the
most recent version?
You don’t need to walk around with a
flash drive or email files to yourself. Not to
mention the inconvenience but the security
risks with this method can put your whole
organization in jeopardy.
SecantSTOR Sync brings you the
convenience of cloud storage and file
synchronization without sacrificing security
or control. With Sync, you can access files
from anywhere, from any device, even when
you are offline.
PRODUCTIVITY
No more emailing files to yourself to
access data from a different device. With
SecantSTOR Sync, you can access files from
all of your Windows, Apple, and Android
devices. There’s no need to resave offline
revisions or copy to a separate “sync” folder
so your file and directory structure remains
intact. You can also securely share files with
others that are too large to send via email.

SECURITY

IT CONTROL

Built for business, SecantSTOR Sync utilizes
448-bit Blowfish encryption for files in transit
as well as “at rest” on our private cloud
servers. Sync accounts are integrated with
your Active Directory so your password
security is enforced. Synchronized data can
be remotely wiped from mobile devices in
the event of a security violation or departing
employee.

SecantSTOR Sync puts synced files back in
the control of your IT administrator, ensuring
adherence to your company security
policies.

COLLABORATION
Teams can easily and securely work
together, whether from home, on the road,
or at another facility. A group share provides
access for team members to collaborate
and access the same set of files from
anywhere and from multiple devices. With
collision detection and file revision history,
team members are ensured of having the
latest version of files as well as previous
revisions.
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Your Sync administrator can control:
• Storage usage/quotas
• Manage the type of file which can be
synced
• Review log-in activity
• See which devices have been
connected
• Manage team shares
• View the directory and file structure of
synced folders

Contact Secant today
— sales@secantcorp or
800.875.4222 — to learn
how SecantSTOR Sync
will help your organization.

secantcorp.com/sync
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